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Population Genetics and Microevolutionary Theory
This substantially revised edition includes recently published information relating to plate tectonics and continental origin. A
large number of new figures have been added, and new sections included on meteorites, seismic tomography, mantle
convection, accretionary terranes, mantle sources and evolution, continental growth, secular changes in Earth history, also
a new chapter on exogenic Earth systems. In addition the following topics have been substantially revised: lunar origin,
global gravity, origin of the core, metamorphism, plate boundaries, hotspots, tectonic settings, and magma associations.
Among the new features the Tectonic Map of the World has also been updated.

Developing Sustainable Business Models (Chapter 11 from Disrupt Together)
Attraction, mating, reproduction: it is a given that as a species, human beings are concerned with sex. And whether the
study compares sexual behaviors of men and women or considers the proportions between nature and nurture, most roads
lead back to our distant ancestors and/or our fellow animals. The Evolution of Sexuality collects stimulating new empirical
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findings and theoretical concepts regarding both familiar themes and emerging areas of interest. Following earlier titles in
this series, an interdisciplinary panel of contributors examines topics specific to the whys of male and female sex-related
behavior, here ranging from biological bases for male same-sex attraction to the seemingly elusive purpose of the female
orgasm. This vantage point between biology and psychology gives readers profound insights not just into human
differences and similarities, but also why they continue to matter despite our vast understanding of culture and
socialization. And intriguing dispatches from the humanities review sexual themes in classic works of literature and explore
the role of parent-offspring conflict in the English Revolution of the seventeenth century. Among the topics covered: Sexual
conflict and evolutionary psychology: toward a unified framework. Assortative mating, caste, and class. The functional
design and phylogeny of female sexuality. Is oral sex a form of mate retention behavior? Two behavioral hypotheses for the
evolution or male homosexuality in humans. Sperm competition and the evolution of human sexuality. The Evolution of
Sexuality will attract evolutionary scientists across a variety of disciplines. Faculty, graduate and undergraduate students,
and researchers interested in sexuality will find it a springboard for discussion, debate, and further study.

Human Biology
An assessment and survey of current approaches in service provision to the elderly with psychological problems
emphasizing every day clinical techniques currently used in the UK and the US. The 14 contributors evaluate general health
care issues and psychogeriatric management as well as specific practices dealing with a range of disorders from
Alzhemier's to Pick's disease concentrating on team approaches, community work, and individual therapy. Ten appendices
supply suggested formats for statistical recording, consent forms, staff questionnaires, procedures, and outcome measures.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

On the Origin of Autonomy
Role of mminants in human food production; Whyan animal scientist would choose to model animal systems; Basic
organization of this book; Modeling principIes and terminology; Classification of models; Objectives in modeling; The
modeling process I objective statements, block diagrams, equation forms and parameterization; Steps in modeling; Setting
the modeling objective; Block diagrams; Formulation of mathematical statements; Development of numerical inputs; The
modeling process II - solution algorithms, model evaluations and parameter estimation; Model solution algorithms;
Evaluation of management and research models; Evaluation and use of analytical models for parameter estimation;
Decision support software; Animal energetic models; Thermodynamic concepts in nutrition; Historical development of bases
for feeding system models; Energy requirements for maintenance and production; Equations used to estimate maintenance
and costs of production; Components of maintenanace; Protein and amino acid models; Current protein and amino acid
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systems; Analytic models of amino aicd and protein metabolism; Dynamic modeling; Biology and algebraic models of
ruminant digestion; The rumen microbes and their metabolism; Balance models of ruminant digestion; An analytical model
of rumen digestion; Microbial growth elements; Biology and algebraic models of growth; Classical equations for growth;
Nutritional models of growth; Concepts of lhe basic biology of growth used in mechanistic models; Biology of lactation;
Decent evolution of feeding systems for lactating dairy cattle; An analytical model of nutrient transactions during lactation;
Dynamic models of ruminant digestion; Early dynamic models; Current dynamic models; Dynamic models of ruminant
adipose tissue metabolism; Evolution of steady-state balance model; Radioisotope tracer elemets; Dynamic models of
ruminant mammary metabolism; Development of model inputs and initial parameters; Descriptions of a model of mammary
gland metabolism; Dynamic models of liver and viscera metabolism; Overall structure and notation; Mechanistic, dynamic
models of growth; Beef growth models; Sheep growth and metabolism model; Lactation Background on MOLL Y. CSL; The
program MOLL Y. CSL; Evaluation and use of a growth and lactation model; Behavioral analyses; Sensitivity analyses;
Bioeconomic analyse.

A Companion to Greek Democracy and the Roman Republic
Virtually all aspects of human behaviour show enormous variation both within and between cultural groups, including
material culture, social organization and language. Thousands of distinct cultural groups exist: about 6,000 languages are
spoken today, and it is thought that a far greater number of languages existed in the past but became extinct. Using a
Darwinian approach, this book seeks to explain this rich cultural variation. There are a number of theoretical reasons to
believe that cultural diversification might be tree-like, that is phylogenetic: material and non-material culture is clearly
inherited by descendants, there is descent with modification, and languages appear to be hierarchically related. There are
also a number of theoretical reasons to believe that cultural evolution is not tree-like: cultural inheritance is not Mendelian
and can indeed be vertical, horizontal or oblique, evidence of borrowing abounds, cultures are not necessarily biological
populations and can be transient and complex. Here, for the first time, this title tackles these questions of cultural evolution
empirically and quantitatively, using a range of case studies from Africa, the Pacific, Europe, Asia and America. A range of
powerful theoretical tools developed in evolutionary biology are used to test detailed hypotheses about historical patterns
and adaptive functions in cultural evolution. Evidence is amassed from archaeological, linguist and cultural datasets, from
both recent and historical or pre-historical time periods. A unifying theme is that the phylogenetic approach is a useful and
powerful framework, both for describing the evolutionary history of these traits, and also for testing adaptive hypotheses
about their evolution and co-evolution. Contributors include archaeologists, anthropologists, evolutionary biologists and
linguists, and this book will be of great interest to all those involved in these areas.

Annual Plant Reviews, The Evolution of Plant Form
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The evolution of the human brain and cognitive ability is one of the central themes of physical/biological anthropology. This
book discusses the emergence of human cognition at a conceptual level, describing it as a process of long adaptive stasis
interrupted by short periods of cognitive advance. These advances were not linear and directed, but were acquired
indirectly as part of changing human behaviors, in other words through the process of exaptation (acquisition of a function
for which it was not originally selected). Based on studies of the modem human brain, certain prerequisites were needed for
the development of the early brain and associated cognitive advances. This book documents the energy and nutrient
constraints of the modern brain, highlighting the significant role of long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFA) in brain
development and maintenance. Crawford provides further emphasis for the role of essential fatty acids, in particular DHA,
in brain development, by discussing the evolution of the eye and neural systems. This is an ideal book for Graduate
students, post docs, research scientists in Physical/Biological Anthropology, Human Biology, Archaeology, Nutrition,
Cognitive Science, Neurosciences. It is also an excellent selection for a grad student discussion seminar.

The Evolution of Cultural Diversity
Molecular evolution, phylogenetics, genomics, and other related topics are all critical to understanding evolutionary
processes. All too frequently, however, they are treated separately in textbooks and courses, such that students fail to
connect all of the concepts, principles, and nuances of the evolutionary processes. Integrated Molecular Evolution brings
these related areas together in one volume, facilitating student comprehension of often difficult concepts. Incorporating the
emerging fields of genomics and bioinformatics with traditional fields such as evolution, genetics, and molecular biology,
this volume explores a myriad of topics, including Life on Earth and the possible origins of life The evolution of organisms on
Earth and the history of the study of evolution Basic structures of DNA, RNA, proteins, and other biological molecules, and
the synthesis of each Molecular biology and the evolution, structure, and function of ribosomes DNA replication and the
various ways in which chromosomes are separated Ways in which DNA can be changed to produce mutations, infectious
causes of mutation, and repair of DNA Definitions, evolution, and the importance of multigene families Phylogenetic
analysis and how researchers use the raw sequence data to reconstruct portions of evolutionary processes Details of the
genomes of a variety of organisms, from RNA viruses to eukaryotes, presented in order of complexity Each chapter ends
with a summary of key points, forming an effective review and enabling students to isolate critical material. The series of
topics and the masterful integration of these topics lead students to a full understanding of evolution and the component
processes that have led to biological evolution on Earth.

Variation and Evolution in Plants and Microorganisms
This comprehensive introduction to the field of human biology covers all the major areas of the field: genetic variation,
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variation related to climate, infectious and non-infectious diseases, aging, growth, nutrition, and demography. Written by
four expert authors working in close collaboration, this second edition has been thoroughly updated to provide
undergraduate and graduate students with two new chapters: one on race and culture and their ties to human biology, and
the other a concluding summary chapter highlighting the integration and intersection of the topics covered in the book.

Ecology and Evolution of the Freshwater Mussels Unionoida
The Evolution of Plant Form, an exciting volume in Wiley-Blackwell's Annual plant Reviews, approaches the subject from a
diversity of scientific perspectives, bringing together studies of genomics, palaeobotany, developmental genetics and
ecological genetics. Written by many of the World's most widely recognised and respected researchers and drawn together
and edited by Professors Barbara Ambrose and Michael Purugganan, this exciting volume is an essential purchase for plant
scientists, evolutionary biologists, geneticists, taxonomists, ecologists and population biologists. For libraries in universities
and research establishments where biological sciences are studied and taught.

Laissez-faire Banking
The advances made possible by the development of molecular techniques have in recent years revolutionized quantitative
genetics and its relevance for population genetics. Population Genetics and Microevolutionary Theory takes a modern
approach to population genetics, incorporating modern molecular biology, species-level evolutionary biology, and a
thorough acknowledgment of quantitative genetics as the theoretical basis for population genetics. Logically organized into
three main sections on population structure and history, genotype-phenotype interactions, and selection/adaptation
Extensive use of real examples to illustrate concepts Written in a clear and accessible manner and devoid of complex
mathematical equations Includes the author's introduction to background material as well as a conclusion for a handy
overview of the field and its modern applications Each chapter ends with a set of review questions and answers Offers
helpful general references and Internet links

Human Brain Evolution
The Origin, Nature and Evolution of Protoplasmic Individuals and their Associations explores living beings of all levels of
complexity in relation to each other and to the various ambient sources that they use to survive: protoplasmic individuals
and their associations, cells and their associations, animals, and man. The book considers the concepts of evolution and of
living beings; the main stages in biological evolution; the organisms' individuality, nature, way of formation, phylogenetic,
and ontogenetic origin; essential property of the organisms of living beings; and creature modeling. The text also discusses
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the phylogenesis, ontogenesis, and the nature of the soma; the spatial and temporal environment connecting biological and
geological evolution; and concepts of feeding and nutrition. Three separate sections describe phylogenetic origin of the first
protoplasmic individuals; the protoplasmic individual as defined by its action and experience; and evolution in protoplasmic
level.

Evolution
This book presents an historical analysis of the global paper industry evolution from a comparative perspective. At the
centre are 16 producing countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway, the USA, Germany, Canada, Japan, the UK, the Netherlands,
Italy, Spain, Portugal, Chile, Brazil, Uruguay and Russia). A comparative study of the paper industry evolution can achieve
the following important research objectives. First, we can identify the country specific historical features of paper industry
evolution and compare them to the general business trends explicable by existing theoretical knowledge. Second, we can
identify and isolate the factors causing both the rise and fall of industrial populations. Third, a shared research agenda can
produce an intensive analysis of global industry dynamics. Finally, an extended research period of 250 years can identify
what is truly unique in the paper industry evolution and the extent to which it took the same path as other important
manufacturing industries.

The Molecular Properties and Evolution of Excitable Cells
Covering all thirteen species of wild cattle, Ecology, Evolution and Behaviour of Wild Cattle brings together the contributions
of international leading experts on the biology, evolution, conservation status and management of the tribe Bovini,
providing: • A comprehensive review of current knowledge on systematic, anatomy and ecology of all wild cattle species
(chapters 1 to 8); • A clear understanding of the conservation status of each species and the gaps in our current knowledge
(chapters 9 to 20); • A number of case studies on conservation activities and an investigation of some of the most
threatened and poorly understood species (chapters 21 to 27). An invaluable resource for students, researchers, and
professionals in behavioural ecology, evolutionary biology and conservation biology, this beautifully illustrated reference
work reveals the extraordinary link between wild cattle and humans, the benefits some of these species have brought us,
and their key roles in their natural ecosystems.

Modeling Ruminant Digestion and Metabolism
Evolution: Components and Mechanisms introduces the many recent discoveries and insights that have added to the
discipline of organic evolution, and combines them with the key topics needed to gain a fundamental understanding of the
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mechanisms of evolution. Each chapter covers an important topic or factor pertinent to a modern understanding of
evolutionary theory, allowing easy access to particular topics for either study or review. Many chapters are crossreferenced. Modern evolutionary theory has expanded significantly within only the past two to three decades. In recent
times the definition of a gene has evolved, the definition of organic evolution itself is in need of some modification, the
number of known mechanisms of evolutionary change has increased dramatically, and the emphasis placed on opportunity
and contingency has increased. This book synthesizes these changes and presents many of the novel topics in evolutionary
theory in an accessible and thorough format. This book is an ideal, up-to-date resource for biologists, geneticists,
evolutionary biologists, developmental biologists, and researchers in, as well as students and academics in these areas and
professional scientists in many subfields of biology. Discusses many of the mechanisms responsible for evolutionary change
Includes an appendix that provides a brief synopsis of these mechanisms with most discussed in greater detail in respective
chapters Aids readers in their organization and understanding of the material by addressing the basic concepts and topics
surrounding organic evolution Covers some topics not typically addressed, such as opportunity, contingency, symbiosis, and
progress

Plate Tectonics & Crustal Evolution
Current theories about human memory have been shaped by clinical observations and animal experiments. This doctrine
holds that the medial temporal lobe subserves one memory system for explicit or declarative memories, while the basal
ganglia subserves a separate memory system for implicit or procedural memories, including habits. Cortical areas outside
the medial temporal lobe are said to function in perception, motor control, attention, or other aspects of executive function,
but not in memory. 'The Evolution of Memory Systems' advances dramatically different ideas on all counts. It proposes that
several memory systems arose during evolution and that they did so for the same general reason: to transcend problems
and exploit opportunities encountered by specific ancestors at particular times and places in the distant past. Instead of
classifying cortical areas in terms of mutually exclusive perception, executive, or memory functions, the authors show that
all cortical areas contribute to memory and that they do so in their own ways-using specialized neural representations. The
book also presents a proposal on the evolution of explicit memory. According to this idea, explicit (declarative) memory
depends on interactions between a phylogenetically ancient navigation system and a representational system that evolved
in humans to represent one's self and others. As a result, people embed representations of themselves into the events they
experience and the facts they learn, which leads to the perception of participating in events and knowing facts. 'The
Evolution of Memory Systems' is an important new work for students and researchers in neuroscience, psychology, and
biology.

Linguistics: The Cambridge Survey: Volume 3, Language: Psychological and Biological Aspects
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This volume describes features of autonomy and integrates them into the recent discussion of factors in evolution. In recent
years ideas about major transitions in evolution are undergoing a revolutionary change. They include questions about the
origin of evolutionary innovation, their genetic and epigenetic background, the role of the phenotype and of changes in
ontogenetic pathways. In the present book, it is argued that it is likewise necessary to question the properties of these
innovations and what was qualitatively generated during the macroevolutionary transitions. The author states that a
recurring central aspect of macroevolutionary innovations is an increase in individual organismal autonomy whereby it is
emancipated from the environment with changes in its capacity for flexibility, self-regulation and self-control of behavior.
The first chapters define the concept of autonomy and examine its history and its epistemological context. Later chapters
demonstrate how changes in autonomy took place during the major evolutionary transitions and investigate the generation
of organs and physiological systems. They synthesize material from various disciplines including zoology, comparative
physiology, morphology, molecular biology, neurobiology and ethology. It is argued that the concept is also relevant for
understanding the relation of the biological evolution of man to his cultural abilities. Finally the relation of autonomy to
adaptation, niche construction, phenotypic plasticity and other factors and patterns in evolution is discussed. The text has a
clear perspective from the context of systems biology, arguing that the generation of biological autonomy must be
interpreted within an integrative systems approach.

The Origin Nature and Evolution of Protoplasmic Individuals and Their Associations
Linguistics: The Cambridge Survey is a comprehensive introduction to current research in all branches of the field of
linguistics, from syntactic theory to ethnography of speaking, from signed language to the mental lexicon, from language
acquisition to discourse analysis. Each chapter has been written by a specialist particularly distinguished in his or her field
who has accepted the challenge of reviewing the current issues and future prospects in sufficient depth for the scholar and
with sufficient clarity for the student. Each volume can be read independently and has a particular focus. Volume I covers
the internal structure of the language faculty itself, while Volume II considers the evidence for, and the implications of, a
generativist approach to language. Psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics are covered in Volume III, and Volume IV
concentrates on sociolinguistics and the allied fields of anthropological linguistics and discourse and conversation analysis.
Several of the chapters in the work concentrate on the interface between different aspects of linguistic theory or the
boundaries between linguistic theory and other disciplines. Thus in both its scope and in its approach, the Survey is a
unique and fundamental reference work. It undoubtedly fulfills the editor's aims of providing a wealth of information,
insight, and ideas that will excite and challenge all readers with an interest in linguistics.

The Evolution of Institutional Economics
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With software maintenance costs averaging 50% of total computing costs, it is necessary to have an effective maintenance
program in place. Aging legacy systems, for example, pose an especially rough challenge as veteran programmers retire
and their successors are left to figure out how the systems operate. This book explores program analyzers, reverse
engineering tools, and reengineering tools in-depth and explains the best ways to deploy them. It also discusses using XMLbased tools, the roles of software components, object technology, and metaprogramming in improving systems
maintenance, as well as how to align software with business goals through strategic maintenance.

Ecology, Evolution and Behaviour of Wild Cattle
Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester introduction to biology course for non-science majors, which for
many students is their only college-level science course. As such, this course represents an important opportunity for
students to develop the necessary knowledge, tools, and skills to make informed decisions as they continue with their lives.
Rather than being mired down with facts and vocabulary, the typical non-science major student needs information
presented in a way that is easy to read and understand. Even more importantly, the content should be meaningful.
Students do much better when they understand why biology is relevant to their everyday lives. For these reasons, Concepts
of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary basis and includes exciting features that highlight careers in the biological
sciences and everyday applications of the concepts at hand.We also strive to show the interconnectedness of topics within
this extremely broad discipline. In order to meet the needs of today's instructors and students, we maintain the overall
organization and coverage found in most syllabi for this course. A strength of Concepts of Biology is that instructors can
customize the book, adapting it to the approach that works best in their classroom. Concepts of Biology also includes an
innovative art program that incorporates critical thinking and clicker questions to help students understand--and apply--key
concepts.

The Evolution of Adaptive Systems
Object-Process Methodology (OPM) is an intuitive approach to systems engineering. This book presents the theory and
practice of OPM with examples from various industry segments and engineering disciplines, as well as daily life. OPM is a
generic, domain independent approach that is applicable almost anywhere in systems engineering.

What Evolution Is
Classical stellar evolution theories have undergone some drastic changes in recent decades. New insights into the
development of stellar interiors were obtained from studying stars in various stages of their lives, as well as with the help of
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fast computers, which gave a boost to the branch of numerical modelling of stellular structure and evolution. This book is
divided into two parts. The first part deals with the general aspects of stellular structure and evolution including a chapter
on numerical modelling. The second part deals with specific evolutionary aspects of single and binary stars with a variety of
masses. The last chapter gives several models of stars with specific masses. The book is intended as an introduction for
students, as well as a reference for researchers.

The Evolution of Sexuality
There are many applicable examples of evolutionary and adaptive search (AS) algorithms to specific problems from the
engineering design domain. This book describes research related to the appropriate development of evolutionary/adaptive
search strategies and integration with the conceptual, embodiment and detailed stages of the engineering design process.
The book illustrates evolutionary/adaptive search integration with examples of real-world application in mechanical, civil,
electrical, aerospace, and power system engineering design domains.

Ecology and Evolution of Dung Beetles
The first comprehensive synthesis on development and evolution: it applies to all aspects of development, at all levels of
organization and in all organisms, taking advantage of modern findings on behavior, genetics, endocrinology, molecular
biology, evolutionary theory and phylogenetics to show the connections between developmental mechanisms and
evolutionary change. This book solves key problems that have impeded a definitive synthesis in the past. It uses new
concepts and specific examples to show how to relate environmentally sensitive development to the genetic theory of
adaptive evolution and to explain major patterns of change. In this book development includes not only embryology and the
ontogeny of morphology, sometimes portrayed inadequately as governed by "regulatory genes," but also behavioral
development and physiological adaptation, where plasticity is mediated by genetically complex mechanisms like hormones
and learning. The book shows how the universal qualities of phenotypes--modular organization and plasticity--facilitate both
integration and change. Here you will learn why it is wrong to describe organisms as genetically programmed; why
environmental induction is likely to be more important in evolution than random mutation; and why it is crucial to consider
both selection and developmental mechanism in explanations of adaptive evolution. This book satisfies the need for a truly
general book on development, plasticity and evolution that applies to living organisms in all of their life stages and
environments. Using an immense compendium of examples on many kinds of organisms, from viruses and bacteria to
higher plants and animals, it shows how the phenotype is reorganized during evolution to produce novelties, and how
alternative phenotypes occupy a pivotal role as a phase of evolution that fosters diversification and speeds change. The
arguments of this book call for a new view of the major themes of evolutionary biology, as shown in chapters on
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gradualism, homology, environmental induction, speciation, radiation, macroevolution, punctuation, and the maintenance
of sex. No other treatment of development and evolution since Darwin's offers such a comprehensive and critical discussion
of the relevant issues. Developmental Plasticity and Evolution is designed for biologists interested in the development and
evolution of behavior, life-history patterns, ecology, physiology, morphology and speciation. It will also appeal to
evolutionary paleontologists, anthropologists, psychologists, and teachers of general biology.

The Evolution of Global Paper Industry 1800¬–2050
This book examines the distinctive evolution of the political and economic relationships of East Asia. It does this by placing
East Asian development in the unique historical circumstances that have underpinned its rise to power over the last few
decades. This detailed analysis provides the basis for an assessment of a unified East Asian region.

Micromolecular Evolution, Systematics and Ecology
Unionoida (naiads) are characterized by larvae which have to pass through a parasitic stage on a host fish. Some of these
host-parasite systems are unique, since the generation time of the parasite exceeds that of its host by a factor of ten. There
is tremendous life history variation. With a life span of more than 200 years, some naiad species belong to the longest-lived
invertebrates, some are highly host-specific, some are extremely fertile, some produce very peculiar larvae, and some
occur at very high population densities. This volume describes and explains the characteristics and life histories of the
naiads, the interactions with their hosts, and their evolution. It elucidates the manifold implications of their presence or
absence in a lake or stream. Further, aspects of nature conservation are covered, as many naiad species are seriously
threatened. Some have been used successfully as sensitive pollutant indicators in habitat monitoring and as "archives" for
environmental changes.

Evolutionary and Adaptive Computing in Engineering Design
The Molecular Properties and Evolution of Excitable Cells describes the theoretical aspects in which excitable cells, such as
nerves, muscles, and sense organs, operate. This book develops a hypothesis regarding the evolution and characteristics of
excitable cells. This monograph focuses on the properties of the bounding membrane and its complex permeability system,
which starts the excitation state. Sense organs, as the input component in both vertebrates and invertebrates, are then
discussed. The text then briefly describes the ways that the ionic permeability of the excitable membrane can both be
modified and controlled. The book points out that since ions pass through standard sizes of the pores in an excitable
membrane, their passage is determined by the dimensions of the pore and by the existing charge found on its walls. The
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book then explains the application of a mechanical stimulus to a mechanoreceptor that will cause deformations in the
membrane. This deformation leads to enzyme activity and produces alteration in the rate at which ATP is supplied to the
lateral borders of the cell. The text discusses a hypothesis that invokes enzyme activity by propagating action potential
along the axon, and other input systems, such as adrenaline, amino acids, and y-amino-butyric acid (GABA). The book also
explains the hypothesis that living organisms are composed of an ordered system of protein-enzymes forming on
phospholipid-protein membranes. This monograph will benefit microbiologists, biotechnologists, and academicians
connected with the biological sciences.

Evolution
A Companion to Greek Democracy and the Roman Republic offers a comparative approach to examining ancient Greek and
Roman participatory communities. Explores various aspects of participatory communities through pairs of chapters—one
Greek, one Roman—to highlight comparisons between cultures Examines the types of relationships that sustained
participatory communities, the challenges they faced, and how they responded Sheds new light on participatory contexts
using diverse methodological approaches Brings an international array of scholars into dialogue with each other

Effective Software Maintenance and Evolution
Covering the social, cultural, and political development of Tibet from the seventh century to the modern period, this
resource reproduces essential, hard-to-find essays from the past fifty years of Tibetan studies, along with several new
contributions. Beginning with Tibet's emergence as a regional power and concluding with its profound contemporary
transformations, the collection is both a general and specific history, connecting the actions of individuals, communities,
and institutions to broader historical trends shaping Asia and the world. With contributions from American, French, German,
Italian, Chinese, Japanese, and Tibetan scholars, the anthology reflects the international character of Tibetan studies and its
multiple, interdisciplinary perspectives. By far the most concise scholarly anthology on Tibetan civilization in any Western
language, this reader draws a clear portrait of Tibet's history, its relation to its neighbors, and its role in world affairs.

Integrated Molecular Evolution
One of this century's leading evolutionary biologists, Motoo Kimura revolutionized the field with his random drift theory of
molecular evolution—the neutral theory—and his groundbreaking theoretical work in population genetics. This volume
collects 57 of Kimura's most important papers and covers forty years of his diverse and original contributions to our
understanding of how genetic variation affects evolutionary change. Kimura's neutral theory, first presented in 1968,
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challenged the notion that natural selection was the sole directive force in evolution. Arguing that mutations and random
drift account for variations at the level of DNA and amino acids, Kimura advanced a theory of evolutionary change that was
strongly challenged at first and that eventually earned the respect and interest of evolutionary biologists throughout the
world. This volume includes the seminal papers on the neutral theory, as well as many others that cover such topics as
population structure, variable selection intensity, the genetics of quantitative characters, inbreeding systems, and
reversibility of changes by random drift. Background essays by Naoyuki Takahata examine Kimura's work in relation to its
effects and recent developments in each area.

Concepts of Biology
This book describes the evolutionary and ecological consequences of reproductive competition for scarabaeine dung
beetles. As well as giving us insight into the private lives of these fascinating creatures, this book shows how dung beetles
can be used as model systems for improving our general understanding of broad evolutionary and ecological processes,
and how they generate biological diversity. Over the last few decades we have begun to see further than ever before, with
our research efforts yielding new information at all levels of analysis, from whole organism biology to genomics. This book
brings together leading researchers who contribute chapters that integrate our current knowledge of phylogenetics and
evolution, developmental biology, comparative morphology, physiology, behaviour, and population and community ecology.
Dung beetle research is shedding light on the ultimate question of how best to document and conserve the world's
biodiversity. The book will be of interest to established researchers, university teachers, research students, conservation
biologists, and those wanting to know more about the dung beetle taxon.

The Evolution of Memory Systems
The data of evolutionary biology have changed in a very radical way in recent years, the most significant input to this
revolution being the advances made in developmental genetics. Another recent development is a noticeable shift away
from extreme specialization in evolutionary biology. In this, we are perhaps to be reminded of George Gaylord Simpson's
comments: "evolution is an incredibly complex but at the same time integrated and unitary process." The main objective of
this book is to illustrate how natural adaptive systems evolve as a unity--with the particular objective of identifying and
merging several special theories of evolution within the framework of a single general theory. The Evolution of Adaptive
Systems provides an interdisciplinary overview of the general theory of evolution from the standpoint of the dynamic
behavior of natural adaptive systems. The approach leads to a radically new fusion of the diverse disciplines of evolutionary
biology, serving to resolve the considerable degree of conflict existing between different schools of contemporary thought.
The book is a timely volume written by a natural historian with a broad view of biology The author draws examples from a
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large range of organisms from many different habitats and niches where interesting adaptations have evolved Probes
deeply into mechanisms of evolution such as developmental genetics, morphogenesis, chromosome structure, and
cladogenesis Clear definition of terms, with illustrations visualizing the main theoretical structures, and point-by-point
summaries clearly stating the principal conclusions

Developmental Plasticity and Evolution
Evolution: Components and Mechanisms introduces the many recent discoveries and insights that have added to the
discipline of organic evolution, and combines them with the key topics needed to gain a fundamental understanding of the
mechanisms of evolution. Each chapter covers an important topic or factor pertinent to a modern understanding of
evolutionary theory, allowing easy access to particular topics for either study or review. Many chapters are crossreferenced. Modern evolutionary theory has expanded significantly within only the past two to three decades. In recent
times the definition of a gene has evolved, the definition of organic evolution itself is in need of some modification, the
number of known mechanisms of evolutionary change has increased dramatically, and the emphasis placed on opportunity
and contingency has increased. This book synthesizes these changes and presents many of the novel topics in evolutionary
theory in an accessible and thorough format. This book is an ideal, up-to-date resource for biologists, geneticists,
evolutionary biologists, developmental biologists, and researchers in, as well as students and academics in these areas and
professional scientists in many subfields of biology. Discusses many of the mechanisms responsible for evolutionary change
Includes an appendix that provides a brief synopsis of these mechanisms with most discussed in greater detail in respective
chapters Aids readers in their organization and understanding of the material by addressing the basic concepts and topics
surrounding organic evolution Covers some topics not typically addressed, such as opportunity, contingency, symbiosis, and
progress

Population Genetics, Molecular Evolution, and the Neutral Theory
At once a spirited defense of Darwinian explanations of biology and an elegant primer on evolution for the general reader,
What Evolution Is poses the questions at the heart of evolutionary theory and considers how our improved understanding of
evolution has affected the viewpoints and values of modern man.Science Masters Series

Regionalism and Globalization in East Asia
The authors construct an abstract pseudodifferential calculus with operator-valued symbol, suitable for the treatment of
Coulomb-type interactions, and they apply it to the study of the quantum evolution of molecules in the Born-Oppenheimer
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approximation, in the case of the electronic Hamiltonian admitting a local gap in its spectrum. In particular, they show that
the molecular evolution can be reduced to the one of a system of smooth semiclassical operators, the symbol of which can
be computed explicitely. In addition, they study the propagation of certain wave packets up to long time values of Ehrenfest
order.

Object-Process Methodology
An incisive study of the development of the biological sciences chronicles the origins, maturation, and modern views of the
classification of life forms, the evolution of species, and the inheritance and variation of characteristics

The Tibetan History Reader
To succeed, every innovation needs to be paired with the right business model. Now, discover how to create the best
possible business model for every new opportunity – and integrate business modeling into a complete innovation
framework that works! Developing Sustainable Business Models is part of Philadelphia University's breakthrough approach
to innovation: one that links business, design and engineering, and delivers extraordinary results in both new and existing
ventures. First, Dr. Stephen Spinelli and Heather McGowan introduce this "Disrupt Together" approach, explain its deep
roots in design thinking, and show how it generates far more high-value ideas for innovation. Next, Nabil Harfoush drills
down to focus specifically on business modeling for new innovations. Harfoush shows how to develop and evaluate several
alternative business models, identify and pursue the most promising combinations, and then develop detailed business
plans that widen your strategy options and offer higher ROI potential. Along the way, he introduces techniques that
promote collaboration across various business lines, helping you overcome obstacles and inefficiencies that often slow
down the process of taking innovations to market. Developing Sustainable Business Models is one of 15 e-chapters
addressing all facets of innovation, from design processes and team development to business models and value delivery.
Each is crafted by a pioneering business innovator – and they all integrate into today's most coherent, realistic blueprint for
innovation. For all entrepreneurs, executives, managers, strategists, and students who want to drive more value from
innovation. Nabil Harfoush is Director of Strategic Innovation Lab at OCAD University in Toronto, and Assistant Professor in
its Strategic Foresight and Innovation Masters Program. He leads a research group on Strongly Sustainable Business
Models. He is a Fellow at Philadelphia University, where he teaches Business Model Innovation. He has over 40 years of
experience as engineer, executive, entrepreneur, and educator. He has consulted for enterprises, governments, the World
Bank, WHO, UNESCO, and IDRC, and has served as CIO of several technology companies. He holds a master's degree in
computer engineering and a Ph.D. summa cum laude in digital data communications.
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The Growth of Biological Thought
Starburst regions in nearby and distant galaxies have a profound impact on our understanding of the early universe. This
new, substantially updated and extended edition of Norbert Schulz’s unique book "From Dust to Stars" describes complex
physical processes involved in the creation and early evolution of stars. It illustrates how these processes reveal themselves
from radio wavelengths to high energy X-rays and gamma–rays, with special reference towards high energy signatures.
Several sections devoted to key analysis techniques demonstrate how modern research in this field is pursued and new
chapters are introduced on massive star formation, proto-planetary disks and observations of young exoplanets. Recent
advances and contemporary research on the theory of star formation are explained, as are new observations, specifically
from the three great observatories of the Spitzer Space Telescope, the Hubble Space Telescope and the Chandra X-Ray
Observatory which all now operate at the same time and make high resolution space based observing in its prime. As
indicated by the new title two new chapters have been included on proto-planetary disks and young exoplanets. Many more
colour images illustrate attractive old and new topics that have evolved in recent years. The author gives updates in theory,
fragmentation, dust, and circumstellar disks and emphasizes and strengthens the targeting of graduate students and young
researchers, focusing more on computational approaches in this edition.

Twisted Pseudodifferential Calculus and Application to the Quantum Evolution of Molecules
"The present book is intended as a progress report on [the] synthetic approach to evolution as it applies to the plant
kingdom." With this simple statement, G. Ledyard Stebbins formulated the objectives of Variation and Evolution in Plants,
published in 1950, setting forth for plants what became known as the "synthetic theory of evolution" or "the modern
synthesis." The pervading conceit of the book was the molding of Darwin's evolution by natural selection within the
framework of rapidly advancing genetic knowledge. At the time, Variation and Evolution in Plants significantly extended the
scope of the science of plants. Plants, with their unique genetic, physiological, and evolutionary features, had all but been
left completely out of the synthesis until that point. Fifty years later, the National Academy of Sciences convened a
colloquium to update the advances made by Stebbins. This collection of 17 papers marks the 50th anniversary of the
publication of Stebbins' classic. Organized into five sections, the book covers: early evolution and the origin of cells, virus
and bacterial models, protoctist models, population variation, and trends and patterns in plant evolution.

Structure and Evolution of Single and Binary Stars
For several decades botanists have been impressed by the discovery that the distribution of secondary plant substances
follows the general lines of plant relationships. However, it soon became clear that little was to be gained from the study of
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individual compounds and their natural distribu tion. Therefore, more comprehensive studies were attempt ed in which the
secondary chemistry of a major plant group was carefully studied and evaluated in the broader context of comparative
phytochemistry. Holger Erdtman's admir able work on Coniferae is the foremost example of this kind. Since then, there has
been an upswing in the study of the biosynthesis of secondary plant substances and it has become quite customary to
make use of biosynthetic knowledge in interpreting chemosystematic evidence. More over, since taxonomists have insisted
that use be made of all potentially available evidence for building classifications, it has been claimed that
chemosystematics too should con sider the whole array of constituents present in a major taxon. However, in practice it has
proved difficult to utilize fully the potential of natural product chemistry and biosynthetic studies for plant systematics and
evolution, because bota nists found themselves rather disorientated by the scattered, often hardly accessible chemical
literature and the fact that the chemical evidence was difficult for them to evaluate! Although the pioneering work of E. C.

The Formation and Early Evolution of Stars
This exciting new book from Geoffrey Hodgson is eagerly awaited by social scientists from many different backgrounds. This
book charts the rise, fall and renewal of institutional economics in the critical, analytical and readable style that Hodgson's
fans have come to know and love, and that a new generation of readers will surely come to appreciate.
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